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ACROSS
9 Could poor migrant settle in this dream world? (5-6-4)
10 She inspired lyricists in opera (Tosca) (5)
11 Frequent riotous parties keep going (9)
12 Varadkar's calories regularly consumed in train (9)
14 American's backing computer plant (5)
16 Secretly responsible for the tantrums (6,3,6)
19 Core of Brexit department in EU rejected issue (5)
21 Forcibly enter work, turning over old miscellany (9)
23 It's essential latest trains scrap one in charge (9)
25 Big name takes control of one part of flight (5)
26 Fatty recovering after surgery to alter this? (6,2,7)

DOWN
1 Current mushroom on board is adequate (10)
2 Murphy quietly loves gathering rubbish (6)
3 Church's right – a teacher must suppress their oaths (8)
4 Seabird briefly beginning to pester swallow (4)
5 Most slight vessel during short rest (10)

Solution 15,902
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